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ABSTRACT 
We are witnessing an emergence in Passive Sensing enabled AI 
(PSAI) to provide dynamic insights for performance and wellbeing 
of information workers. Hybrid work paradigms have simultane-
ously created new opportunities for PSAI, but have also fostered 
anxieties of misuse and privacy intrusions within a power asym-
metry. At this juncture, it is unclear if those who are sensed can 
fnd these systems acceptable. We conducted scenario-based inter-
views of 28 information workers to highlight their perspectives as 
data subjects in PSAI. We unpack their expectations using the Con-
textual Integrity framework of privacy and information gathering. 
Participants described appropriateness of PSAI based on its impact 
on job consequences, work-life boundaries, and preservation of 
fexibility. They perceived that PSAI inferences could be shared 
with selected stakeholders if they could negotiate the algorithmic 
inferences. Our fndings help envision worker-centric approaches 
to implementing PSAI as an empowering tool in the future of work. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in ubiq-
uitous and mobile computing; User studies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A better understanding of our efectiveness at work can enable us 
to improve our daily experiences and meet our goals. Organizations 
also have a vested interest in understanding worker efectiveness, 
as it impacts their bottom line [80]. Therefore, It is not a surprise 
that, in the face of the economic downturn of 2022, the CEO of 
Alphabet Inc. felt that employees needed to be more productive in 
the post-COVID-19 era [9], and the CEO of BlackRock claimed that 
a return to onsite work could increase productivity [47]. One emerg-
ing approach to quantify efectiveness has been to passively sense 
worker behaviors and enable algorithms that can give workers in-
sights to improve their work quality, experience, and coordination. 
These approaches use digital data to determine an individual’s ob-
servable characteristics and expressions, or their “phenotype”, and 
are thus referred to as Digital Phenotyping [55]. In the context of 
this paper, we focus on Digital Phenotyping that goes beyond statis-
tical measurement and incorporates increasingly complex machine 
learning to estimate individual’s behavioral wellbeing [133]. We 
refer to such technological approaches as Passive Sensing enabled 
AI (PSAI1) to represent both data source and method. These tech-
nologies promise a means to provide objective and precise insights 
for both performance and wellbeing [33, 94]. Admittedly, there are 
some positive outcomes of adopting PSAI. In concept, it stands 
to remove implicit biases in the workplace and illuminates many 
overlooked factors [13, 94]. That said, scholars and labor advocates 
are also noting problematic uses of PSAI that could harm a worker 
because workers exist in a power asymmetry, where they may be 
disenfranchised [125]. We need to take a closer look at how work-
ers perceive PSAI in order to make this technology work for our 
workers, as opposed to making them work for the technology. 

Recent research has indicated the anxieties among data subjects 
whose data are used for making algorithmic inferences for purposes 
of work (e.g., modeling past experiences to predict success) [108]. 
1Pronounced as “Psy”, as in “Psych” 
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These concerns range from potentially exacerbated discrimination 
and compromised privacy expectations [68]. Moreover, tensions be-
tween supervision and surveillance at the workplace have been well 
documented [12, 19, 76]. Aloisi and Gramano rightly noted in their 
work that “Artifcial Intelligence is watching you at work,” given 
the emergent new practices of individual-level profling, organizing, 
and monitoring made possible by AI. Yet, AI seems to turn a “blind” 
eye to these grave problems because worker surveillance is almost 
entirely unregulated and opaque [51]. Algorithmic estimates such 
as those promised by PSAI are moving up the income ladder into 
spaces like information work [13, 63]. Information work, which 
primarily involves processing information — a less fungible task 
than, say, manufacturing — is notorious for having nebulous indica-
tors of efectiveness, and by corollary, success [72]. This ambiguity 
presents an opportunity for PSAI systems that can not only model 
work activities (e.g., application time use, mobile distractions, work 
synchronization) but also model non–work correlates (e.g., sleep 
and movement) [11, 67, 92, 105, 122, 126]. Simplistically, the infor-
mation fow of PSAI begins with behavioral data captured from the 
subject, which is then modeled by AI to produce inferences. In real-
ity, such information fows are likely to be complicated by factors 
like how the data is collected, whom the inferences are shared with, 
and for what purpose. 

Without understanding how the data subjects, the Information 
Workers (IWs), perceive such arguably forceful deployments of 
PSAI, risks exacerbating the power asymmetry. As of 2020, the 
number of Information Workers IWs was estimated to be around 
a billion people across the globe [113]. IWs are increasingly de-
manding remote work, but it also raises more concerns about PSAI 
intruding on personal privacy [7, 74]. Unfortunately, some organi-
zations are only letting IWs work remote if they use PSAI, forcing 
them to relinquish their privacy [13, 63]. Adding to this concern, 
many commercially available instances of PSAI for work are not 
designed for self–refection or self–management and thus expect 
IWs to become data subjects of an obscure information fow has 
unclear benefts for their own growth, instead presumably solely 
caters to the employer’s interests [2, 53]. According to the Contex-
tual Integrity framework by Nissenbaum, to protect the interest 
of the data subject, new information fows must follow new infor-
mational norms [102]. This paper aims to explain those norms for 
using PSAI for information work through two questions: 

Norms of Appropriateness: What is the suitability of PSAI 
within IWs’ expectations of algorithmic inferences of per-
formance & wellbeing? 
Norms of Distribution: When is it reasonable to share PSAI’s 
inferences of an IW with other stakeholders? 

We conducted scenario–based interviews with 28 IWs to high-
light their perspectives on using PSAI to algorithmically phenotype 
their performance and wellbeing. Understandably these fows have 
other stakeholders, but we chose to focus on the workers as the 
data–subjects’ voices are often missing from discourses around 
PSAI [49]. We found that IWs envisioned powerful uses of PSAI 
but were aware of privacy intrusions and misappropriations. On 
the surface, this might appear as another paradox, but the con-
trasting perspectives of supervision and surveillance can inform 

each other [109]. This study extends recent literature in Human– 
Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer–Supported Coopera-
tive Work (CSCW) that has critiqued algorithmic Human Resource 
Management (HRM) [4, 108]. We describe the norms for PSAI as 
guidelines for better information fows and improved regulation. 

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
A precursor to AI–based inference of workers used to be rudimen-
tary monitoring. Foucault’s pivotal critique of the prison system 
has inspired critiques on the regulation of life using diferent social, 
cultural, political, or — as in our case — technological devices [44]. 
This Foucauldian lens has been used to argue that monitoring work-
ers fundamentally extends social control and reinforces the existing 
power hierarchy [19, 76]. However, this perspective is not necessar-
ily a dead–end to innovation of technologies, policies, or reform. In 
her refection on Foucault, Lacombe argues that devices for social 
control can be conceived to “maximize life” in a way that can both 
constrain and enable [73]. We believe these dichotomous attributes 
of the Foucauldian lens are represented by Passive Sensing enabled 
AI. Hence, we study PSAI for information work and aim to reform 
design, inform implementation, and guide regulation. 

2.1 Tracking Workers 
Tracking has been historically entrenched in work. Henry Ford used 
a stopwatch to track the efciency of workers in his factory [127]. 
Similarly, at most jobs, a worker is supervised by a manager to 
ensure workers execute their assigned tasks. The etymology of 
the words “supervise” and “surveillance” both loosely translate to 
“oversee”. Unsurprisingly, the public conversations and scientifc 
literature on worker supervision, monitoring, or tracking have gone 
hand in hand with discussions on surveillance. Also note that difer-
ent scientifc communities use the words supervision, monitoring, 
and tracking instead of “surveillance” as it is the only word that 
bears “dystopian baggage” [12]. In reality, all these words have both 
coercive and caring implications, despite their connotations [125]. 
Therefore, we cannot investigate one facet of literature without the 
other. To fnd a way forward, our study follows Sewell and Barker’s 
stance where “Acknowledging ambiguity and paradox allows a dia-
logue to develop between the two research communities.” [125] 

Over time, Ford’s stopwatch evolved to eliminate the human 
overseer from the visibility of the workers. We can trace this evolu-
tion from thumb scans, through closed-circuit television (CCTV), to 
diferent localization technologies [6]. Organizational scholars have 
critiqued that this expansion and intensifcation of tracking tech-
nologies is akin to Bentham’s “panopticon” [14], where the many 
are monitored by the few [88]. Since human oversight is itself a 
form of labor, augmenting such a panopticon can be favorable for 
capital resources in an organization [93]. However, it comes at the 
cost of taking social control away from the worker. For example, 
UPS saw a net rise in efciency when they used GPS technology 
to track drivers, but at the cost of drivers struggling mentally and 
physically [65]. Today, the monitoring of workers is not only lim-
ited to recording performance but also related to wellbeing (e.g., 
incentive programs based on health trackers) [87]. Again, this form 
of tracking can still be routed back to the organizations’ needs to 
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maintain their resources [52]. Although such tracking can be politi-
cally malefcent (for surveillance), [5] described a contrasting stance 
driven by a philosophical motivation to model reality and create 
new ontologies to explain workers (for capture) [5]. For instance, 
ubiquitous computing was founded on research in workplace track-
ing technologies such as Active Badge location systems designed 
to improve the service fow in a workspace (e.g., routing a phone 
call to where a worker is) [137, 138]. Since then, Ubiquitous Com-
puting, Human–Computer interaction, and Computer–Supported 
Cooperative Work have investigated a variety of applications for 
tracking workers to provide better services [11, 67, 92, 105, 122, 126]. 
These innovations have coincided with quantifed self movement 
that has enabled individuals to digitally measure many aspects of 
daily living [69]. Generally, this movement describes consented self-
tracking that can be both empowering but also detrimental [88]. 
Outside of work, such technologies are a source of personal infor-
matics and are becoming commonplace in everyday life [81]. 

At work, these tracking technologies are situated within the 
relationship shared between the worker and their organization. 
This relationship is underscored by a power asymmetry. Here power 
refers to the “ability of a person to withhold rewards from and 
apply sanctions to others” [16]. This has also been described as the 
“bargaining power” to dictate the terms and conditions of an em-
ployment contract [104]. The asymmetry refers to one party having 
a greater ability on the other to determine the employment contract 
than the other [28]. Simply put, the organization can evaluate a 
worker and determine how they work in the future, but a worker 
cannot demand the same from their employer. Power asymmetry 
inherently exacerbates itself as those with less power are likely 
to relinquish the power they have. It also is salient to many job 
sectors, including information work, and has a cyclical infuence on 
tracking because of information asymmetry [58]. When one party 
has more information than the other, it can lead to exploitative 
practices that further the power asymmetry [124]. In theory, ad-
vancements in tracking can improve the insights available to both 
workers and organizations. Naturally, we ponder if adopting work 
tracking in practice can actually resist, or even reduce, the asym-
metries at work and the anxieties of a panopticon. Recent work has 
proposed that the quantifed self might serve as a “heautopticon” or 
a form of empowering self-surveillance [39]. However, it is unclear 
how these possibilities apply to information work. To bridge this 
gap, in our study, we bring to light the perspectives of workers on 
adopting these technologies as refective tools for themselves. 

Existing models of understanding, such as Agre’s surveillance– 
capture models, were intended to rationalize motivations of the 
social actors in a particular system, such as workers, employers, 
and the developers of such systems. To clarify what is reasonable 
for information workers in hybrid work, these models need to 
be reassessed based on the larger social context [5]. The norms 
associated with tracking workers in manufacturing roles or logistics 
cannot be transposed to this working population without a context-
specifc investigation. Our paper aims to clarify those norms for 
development of these PSAI in information work. 

2.2 Algorithmic Phenotyping of Information 
Work with Passive Sensing 

In the past decade, research in Ubiquitous Computing and HCI 
broadly, and digital health, in particular, has coined, used, and 
critiqued the term “digital phenotyping” [85, 106, 129]. It is the 
idea of moment-by-moment quantifcation of the individual-level 
human phenotype in situ, using data from personal digital de-
vices [59]. We build upon this research to estimate worker efective-
ness, which describes a broad set of important outcomes for worker 
prosperity [131]. Traditionally, for many kinds of work, Human 
Resource Management (HRM) was merely concerned with produc-
tivity which is indicated by the efciency of output. However, this 
notion is limited in the context of information work where “doing 
the right things” is as important as “doing the things right [41]. 
Therefore, a more general aspect of this efectiveness is job perfor-
mance, which Rotundo and Sackett describe as controllable behav-
iors that contribute to the organization [116]. The other aspect of 
efectiveness that is gaining popularity in phenotyping is wellbeing 
to inform sustainable and satisfying work experience [25]. We have 
witnessed an emergence in technologies that use passive sensing 
for phenotyping human behavior. This approach has several ad-
vantages over traditional methods of clarifying human behavior 
because it can now be studied in naturalistic settings [26]. 

Arguably, HRM has always involved some kind of passive mea-
surement. In the early 20�ℎ Century, Taylor coined the idea of 
Scientifc Management to improve worker efciency based on the 
idea that “the prosperity for the employer cannot exist through a long 
term of years unless it is accompanied by prosperity for the employee 
and vice versa” [132]. Taylor’s Scientifc Management went on to 
inspire several psychological assessments to phenotype worker 
efectiveness to improve HRM [121]. In turn, these assessments 
triggered the development of several digital monitoring systems 
today. Note that many digital monitoring systems have been set 
up for protection or security of organizational assets [123]. Certain 
digital monitoring is also normalized within work, such as moni-
toring emails [77]. While these approaches need constant critique 
and redesign to be acceptable, our paper is focused on the use of 
PSAI for HRM. In practice, this kind of application of AI in HRM is 
typically justifed by the economic theory of mutual obligation [61]. 
According to this theory, workers need to meet certain goals based 
on their employment contracts, and employers need to ensure they 
satisfy those goals. As a result, today we see organizations for infor-
mation work using PSAI to learn about the worker. Some literature 
even refers to this style of HRM as Nudge Management [42], but in 
popular media, these technologies are often referred to as people 
analytics [84]. Regardless of terminology, this kind of algorithmic 
inference for HRM cannot be treated as a single monolith that 
would draw the same kind of reception irrespective of how it is 
implemented. We aim to describe the socio–technical aspects of 
information work that support and resist the adoption of PSAI. 

The shift to hybrid work has made many organizations adopt 
diferent forms of passive monitoring [7]. However, not all of these 
approaches are for algorithmic inference. For instance, Time Doctor 
provides accurate measures of billable time by constantly streaming 
a video of an IW’s screen and webcam [40]. PSAI systems lever-
age similar streams of data, but they not only record events but 
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model IW behaviors to infer their efectiveness using AI and ma-
chine learning. Commercial technologies like Viva Insights [56] and 
Humanize are examples of PSAI that provide insights on worker 
wellbeing and performance by modeling abstracted data from work 
applications. Academic research in this space has many more exam-
ples of PSAI technologies for work. Before we elaborate on these, 
it is important to acknowledge that many of these studies did not 
leverage PSAI for prediction or inference but for explanation of 
underlying social phenomena [34, 90]. Other studies have used 
passively sensed data to support work in-the-moment, such as by 
informing an IW when they should take a break [67]. Having said 
that, these studies can still inspire predictive systems for personal 
tracking or HRM to, arguably, improve worker efectiveness [89]. 
Therefore, we refect on all kinds of scholarly literature on algo-
rithmic inference for daily activities of IWs, and we refer to these 
approaches as “algorithmic phenotyping” due to their emphasis on 
inference beyond simply gathering digital data. 

One way to scope PSAI would be to limit it to the work context. 
For example, modeling email activity to estimate an IW’s efective-
ness [92]. Similarly, AI could model conversation metrics in vir-
tual meetings to provide insight into the quality of meetings [142]. 
Even devices embedded in a work environment could be harnessed 
by PSAI to infer worker experiences, such as using acoustic sens-
ing [60] and proximity sensing [32]. Prior work shows opportuni-
ties for PSAI to harness devices like WiFi routers ([31, 37, 50]) and 
smartcard readers([46]) to understand behaviors related to well-
being. Similarly, a digital infrastructure that has been leveraged 
is workplace social media [126]. In contrast to the work–specifc 
scoping, the Social-Ecological Model [20] motivates research on 
PSAI that expands beyond the workplace as the outcomes of work 
can be a result of many diferent factors. For instance, wearables 
have been used to model the physical ftness and sleep hygiene 
of workers for inferences [43, 112]. PSAI has leveraged personal 
devices, such as wearables, to infer an IW’s cognitive load [122]. 
Research has also shown the value of modeling behaviors such as 
commuting which are related to but physically distinct from the 
work context [98]. Furthermore, we have evidence that broader mul-
timodal sensor deployments have also shown promise in classifying 
worker performance [96, 117]. Also, PSAI could use social media 
as a potential source to understand an IW’s wellbeing [35, 86, 118]. 
Looking back at these technologies amid the pandemic, Das Swain 
et al. envisioned possible future implementations of PSAI with cau-
tionary implications, even if these are designed for the worker [33]. 
What this body of work does not clarify is what IWs themselves 
envision. Through our fndings, we amplify their perspective. In 
turn, we provide further direction to the development of PSAI as 
personal informatics solutions and re–contextualize them as both 
enablers and impediments of today’s IW. 

3 METHODS 
In this study, we take a worker-centered approach to inquiring PSAI. 
In an institutional setting of information work, a worker is only 
one of the many diferent stakeholders. Studies on Human–Data 
Interaction describe data as common objects for all stakeholders to 
interact with [27, 128]. However, especially in this case, the data 
is not created by all stakeholders equally, nor are its implications 

uniform. When technology is designed without the benefts of the 
data subject, we risk worsening the power asymmetry [88]. One 
method to tackle this growing asymmetry is by designing for the 
data subject as a primary benefciary of a system that leverages their 
data [62]. Thus, we focus on the IW’s perspective and investigate 
how they envision adopting PSAI in the future, if at all. 

3.1 Participants & Recruitment 
We recruited 28 IWs working in the U.S. and interviewed them 
between April and May 2022. We used both online and digital 
advertisements to recruit participants. To scope our study to in-
formation work, we screened to ensure interested individuals had 
“work experience that involved cognitively demanding tasks to meet 
information-oriented goals, e.g., programming, marketing, engi-
neering, accounting, management, etc.”. Participants were required 
to have at least 2 years of work experience. We also required partic-
ipants to have some experience working on–site so that they could 
consider PSAI in light of both the traditional and emerging work 
context. Our participants represented a variety of roles, includ-
ing engineers, developers, analysts, and accountants. Participants 
prominently described their occupational sector as Information 
technology (IT), but our sample also refected views from areas such 
as fnance, consulting, manufacturing, healthcare, and libraries. 12 
participants identifed as female, 15 as male, and 1 preferred not 
to say. 17 participants were younger than 30 years old at the time 
of interviews. Participants completed a survey to report their atti-
tudes toward public surveillance and personal tracking (adapted 
from [1]). Figure 1 shows that our participants leaned toward ex-
panding public tracking (to reduce crime) and had a diverse set of 
experiences with technologies that track them in their personal 
life. Each participant was compensated with a giftcard worth $20 
at the end of the interview. Table 1 provides a lookup summary of 
each participant along with their study identifer. Note we did not 
explicitly analyze participants by the categories in Table 1. Inspired 
by similar studies [115], we have included these for epistemological 
accountability and to express the scope of our study. 

3.2 Interview Protocol 
Recruited participants consented to participate in one-on-one semi– 
structured interviews. All interviews were conducted by the frst 
author and included one other author as an observer. Interviews 
started with open-ended questions to understand the approaches 
participants’ organizations were using to evaluate their perfor-
mance and wellbeing. Then, we provided a defnition of PSAI rooted 
in personal tracking and an overview of its potential in the work 
context [69]. This was followed by a scenario–based comparison 
exercise to elicit rich perspectives on PSAI for workers. 

We acknowledge that situating potential data subjects in ac-
tual behavioral contexts can help anticipate real behaviors. How-
ever, implementing a multitude of PSAI systems and conducting 
feld studies can be impractical. By contrast, leveraging scenarios 
that describe emergent use–cases can anticipate actual behaviors 
in new socio–technical settings [140]. This technique has been 
used in passive sensing to rapidly evaluate new application de-
signs [38, 54] and understand privacy perspectives towards such 
technologies [82, 83, 100]. This approach has also made its way to 
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(a) Attitude towards public surveillance (b) Attitude towards personal tracking 

Figure 1: Distribution of participant attitudes. Higher values represent more acceptance. (a) Public surveillance: Opinion on 
expansion of surveillance to reduce crime and ofences with a 3–item scale, (b)Personal tracking: Experience with wearables, 
location tracking, social networks, etc. using a 5 − −item scale. 

studies on Human–AI interaction [78, 139]. Park et al. used this 
method to understand perspectives on general applications of algo-
rithmic HRM [108]. Given our aim is to highlight norms, scenarios 
can be a powerful approach as “presenting users with scenarios that 
push social boundaries helps to uncover where these boundaries 
actually lie” [38]. As shown in Table 2, the PSAI scenarios we pre-
sented in our study were adapted from real systems for HRM. Each 
scenario outlined the information fow of the PSAI system — (i) how 
data is sensed, (ii) what inferences AI produces from the data, and 
(iii) how the inferences can be distributed. To improve elicitation, 
we showed participants two randomly selected pairs of scenarios. 
This approach was inspired by psychology literature that shows 
comparisons help rationalize underlying features of an artifact by 
associations and contrasts [134]. The comparison of scenarios was 
not aimed at rating PSAI for HRM but only to initiate refection. 
We also showed a third pair as a combination of already shown 
scenarios for additional rigor and clarity. To elicit perspectives, for 
every pair, we asked participants which scenarios they would resist 
to consent and which scenarios they would fnd useful. Note the 
scenarios were only starting points, and participants were free to 
reimagine PSAI as they described their preferences. For example, 
in certain sessions, participants only liked some aspects of a system 
but had problems with others. They had the fexibility of rethinking 
the scenarios, and interviews continued with new emergent sce-
narios with our original scenarios only as reference. As such, the 
aim of the scenarios was not to show participants an exhaustive set 
of systems but rather to provide a probe to help them appreciate 
the range of possibilities. 

Interviews were conducted over Zoom and each session was 
recorded for transcription. We removed any mention of the partic-
ipants’ employer or other identities of coworkers from transcrip-
tions. Participants were informed that turning on the camera was 
optional. Interviews lasted between 40 minutes to 1 hour. Our study 
was approved by the authors’ Institutional Review Board (IRB). 

3.3 Data Analysis 
We compiled all the transcripts and performed thematic analysis to 
synthesize patterns from the participants’ perspectives [17]. Every 
transcript was carefully read and open–coded by the frst author and 
at least one other author. Throughout this process, we iterated the 
codes by meeting regularly to reconcile existing codes and identify 
new ones. After the codebook was completed, we performed afnity 
mapping to interpret and organize the initial codes into higher– 
level themes. This resulted in a three-level thematic structure. At 
the highest abstraction, our themes summarized IW perceptions 
of PSAI in terms of its efectiveness, concerns, applications for 
personal utility, and applications for shared utility. Given our aim 
to describe the norms of passive sensing, we reoriented and refned 
our themes as per the Contextual Integrity framework [102]. 

3.3.1 Contextual Integrity of Sensing at the Workplace. One of the 
classical approaches to evaluate privacy for passive sensing is to 
evaluate it by proportionality to existing activities [75]. In informa-
tion work, project management tools such as JIRA are already used 
to disclose an IW’s work activity to others on the project [107]. An 
IW might want to disclose their state of wellbeing to their manager 
to negotiate work breaks. In theory, this can be a compelling crutch 
to justify PSAI at work. Yet, it remains an open question if the 
algorithmic phenotyping of PSAI introduces uncertain imaginaries 
that cannot be reconciled by existing work practices. According to 
Nissenbaum’s framework of Contextual Integrity, user preferences 
for tracking systems are limited when privacy is considered intrin-
sic to the actors, spaces, or nature of information [102]. Instead, the 
adoption of systems must be studied by understanding the role of 
that information within the context of the user. 

The contextual integrity framework is becoming increasingly 
signifcant to evaluate reasonable implementations of sensing tech-
nologies. Nicholas et al., have illuminated attitudes toward personal 
sensing in the health context [101]. Similarly, contextual integrity 
has been used to explain adoption of tracking systems for public 
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Table 1: Participants summary by gender, age, race, as well as 
their role and occupational sector. Fields marked ’-’ indicates 
that characteristics the participant chose to not report. 

ID Gender Age Race Role Sector 

P1 Male 21-29 Asian Research IT 
Engineer 

P2 Male 30-39 Asian Developer Finance/IT 
P3 Male 21-29 Asian Analyst Finance/IT 
P4 Male 30-39 Asian Data Engi- IT 

neer 
P5 Female 21-29 White Product Insurance/IT 

Manager 
P6 Male 21-29 Asian Data Ana- Insurance 

lyst 
P7 Female 21-29 Asian Consultant Consulting 
P8 Male 30-39 Asian UX Devel- IT 

oper 
P9 Male 21-29 Asian Research Manufacturing 

Assistant 
P10 Male 21-29 Asian Accountant Venture 

Capital 
P11 Female 21-29 White Scientist Government 
P12 Female 30-39 White Developer IT 
P13 Male 21-29 Asian Account Retail 

Manage-
ment 

P14 Female 21-29 White Technical Library 
Service 

P15 Female 21-29 Black or Project Research 
African Manager 
American 

P16 - 30-39 - Team Man- Healthcare 
ager 

P17 Male 21-29 Asian Product -
Manager 

P18 Female 21-29 White Product Consulting 
Manager 

P19 Female 21-29 Black or Recruiter Education 
African 
American 

P20 Female 30-39 White Researcher Health 
P21 Male 21-29 Black or Engineer IT 

African 
American 

P22 Male 30-39 White Software IT 
Developer 

P23 Male 21-29 White Financial Consumer 
planner Goods 

P24 Female 30-39 White Customer IT 
Service 

P25 Male 21-29 White Business IT 
Analyst 

P26 Female 30-39 White Consultant Marketing 
P27 Female 40-49 White Director IT/Sales 
P28 Male 30-39 White Portfolio Finance 

Manager 

Das Swain et al. 

health [135]. Closer to our scope, a recent study by Adler et al. de-
scribed the norms of information fow for quantifying the stress of 
physicians in the workplace to respond to burnout [4]. Interestingly, 
in their context, workers felt that sharing information with a su-
pervisor could be more valuable than self-refection, as supervisors 
had actual power to make changes to assuage their stress. Studies 
indicate that workers are willing to adopt ambient technologies if 
they enhance their wellbeing [114] and location tracking when it 
improves work efciency [1]. Can we transfer these expectations 
to the algorithmic inferences provided by PSAI? Information work 
provides a unique setting (Section 2.2). This motivates us to interpret 
our themes from an analytical lens that reconciles the expectations 
of emerging technologies in specifc settings. We know that Con-
textual Integrity is upheld when the following information norms 
are maintained; (i) Norms of Appropriateness and (ii) Norms of 
Flow/Distribution [102]. As a result, we synthesize and scrutinize 
our fndings based on these norms. 

3.3.2 Reflexive Considerations. We describe our positionality as a 
way to situate our values that shaped this research. Three authors 
have conducted research in the past combining machine learning 
with passively collected data for digital phenotyping to support 
mental wellbeing. The authors have, however, no stake, fnancial, 
personal, professional, or other, in any of the technologies used 
to inspire scenarios (Table 2). However, their research advances 
the technologies like PSAI through novel methodologies as well as 
human–centered evaluations. Two authors also have experience 
working in typical information work organizations. In light of this, 
we consider ourselves “insiders” because this perspective critiques 
technology motivated by our own research and appraises our own 
sociotechnical reality as IWs. Our identities and experiences as 
researchers also help us construct meaning from our data and con-
ceptualize our fndings [15]. Broadly, this paper is infuenced by our 
interactions with privacy researchers, organizational psychology 
researchers, IWs, and other data subjects of digital phenotyping. 
We borrow Chancellor et al.’s term to describe ourselves as “criti-
cal insiders” [22]. We are in a unique position to bridge disparate 
views and approaches on the future of work by pursuing a worker– 
centered approach. 

4 FINDINGS 
Our inquiry on IW perspectives illuminated considerations for the 
value and concerns of PSAI at work. These attitudes were under-
pinned by existing work dynamics and expectations, which made 
the adoption of PSAI systems at work distinct from those in personal 
life. When participants refected on their use of personal tracking 
technologies (for ftness, sleep, and screen use), they were moti-
vated by “benchmarking” (P28), “hitting goals” (P6), and “tracking 
progress” (P24, P28). Overall, these motivations aligned with visions 
of PSAI at work to provide insights for self–efcacy and care. A key 
concern of using PSAI for personal tracking was data being used for 
advertising, but this was perceived as a necessary transaction (“I try 
to function in reality” - P28). However, information work presents a 
unique context for using PSAI, with its distinct considerations. P14 
articulated the overarching tensions that complicate the adoption 
of PSAI at work, “On the personalized Fitbit, I am paying them to 
give me the insights. My request for that information outweighs my 
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Table 2: We designed PSAI scenarios based on contemporary technology. We refer to these in our fndings via the labels here. 

Label Description Adapted From Reference 

Sys 1 Uses CCTV cameras to observe diferent activities in a workspace. Analyzes physical 
activities to measure your performance. The HR will receive a report of your performance. 

CCTV [23] 

Sys 2 Records the webcam feed of your PC. Analyzes your presence, expressions, and surroundings 
to measure your performance. Your manager will receive a report of your performance. 

RemoteDesk [111] 

Sys 3 Captures screenshots of your PC activity at regular intervals. Analyzes PC activity to 
measure your performance. Your manager will receive a report of your performance. 

Interguard [57] 

Sys 4 Uses custom sensor hardware to measure occupancy in diferent spaces at work. Analyzes 
the physical space use to measure performance. The HR will receive a aggregated report of 
workforce performance in diferent spaces. 

FM Systems and 
Freespace 

[45, 130] 

Sys 5 Logs data from organizational communication (e.g., email, slack, or, calendar) and infras-
tructural systems (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth, or access cards), Analyzes digital and physical 

Humanyze [53] 

activities to measure the organization’s performance and wellbeing. The HR will receive an 
aggregated report of workforce performance and wellbeing. 

Sys 6 Logs the time you spend on PC applications and web sites. Analyzes digital activity to 
measure your performance. Your manager will receive a report of your performance. 

ActivTrak [2] 

Sys 7 Logs the time you spend on work applications (editing, communicating and scheduling). 
Analyzes work-related PC activities to measure your performance and wellbeing. You will 
receive a report of your performance and wellbeing. 

Viva Insights and My 
Analytics 

[10, 56] 

sensitivity for it [versus] personalized insights on technology driven 
by a company that is paying me to do work..” Therefore, adoption of 
PSAI can be disincentivized by anticipated information fows and 
the existing power structures. Through this section of the paper, 
we elaborate on how IW’s imagine the role PSAI can play in their 
work within efects of these power dynamics. 

4.1 Norms of Appropriateness: The suitability of 
PSAI within IWs’ expectations of 
algorithmic inferences of performance & 
wellbeing 

According to Sappington, the gap between actual worker behaviors 
and organizational perspective of workers describes an inevitably 
incomplete social contract that gives workers discretion but also lim-
its organizational feedback [120]. This incompleteness can largely 
explain the motivation of PSAI at work [34, 94, 118]. Our partic-
ipants echoed the opportunities for PSAI–like interventions for 
their beneft, but they were also wary of the implementation of data 
collection and implications of inferences. Existing assessments of 
performance ignored the IWs’ process, focusing just on outcome-
based “statistics” (P14) that provided a “limited data view” (P14). 
Instead, our participants had a more nuanced perception of their 
performance that could be refected in work phenomena — such as 
break-taking (P11), task-switching (P3), and availability demands 
(P19) — and non-work phenomena — such as their expressions (P24), 
sleep (P3, P7, P9), and physical activities (P13). Although wellbeing 
evaluations were not common, organization did provide resources 
(e.g., seminars or subscriptions). The main complaint against these 
was the lack of individualized actionable information, which made 
IW’s feel their mental wellbeing was not actually valued nor was it 
important to the organization (P24). P3 exclaimed the missing link 

to be “actual rubber to the road metrics, reaction and solution.” Under-
standably, PSAI has promising potential given that it is automatic, 
continuous, and unobtrusive. However, efcacy in developing per-
sonal mindfulness does not sufciently explain appropriateness 
in the information work context. This section describes how IW 
perceptions of appropriate PSAI were embedded in their attitude 
toward information work. 

4.1.1 Efect on Job Consequence. PSAI systems provide indicators, 
which might be considered orthogonal to work-specifc tasks (e.g., 
your performance was moderate or stress was high). On the one 
hand, participants found value in leveraging these insights to con-
textualize their experience with evidence and champion change. 
On the other hand, participants were anxious that these insights 
could be misappropriated to their own detriment. 

“You’ve had these goals, you’ve had hit these hurdles and set-
backs. If you put that report in the context of this performance 
evaluation, I think together they’re going to really have a 
signifcant impact on your own professional and personal de-
velopment.” - P6 

The insights generated from PSAI can be empowering to IWs 
as it helps contextualize their work experience. P25 imagined such 
systems to support IW needs, “I think with the data, it would at least 
help you sit down at the table, so to speak.” Traditionally, workplace 
evaluations favor ends over means. As P2 puts it, “the work which is 
getting done is what is counted, but how we achieve it is never logged 
in anywhere.” P5, like P6 (quoted above), believed that PSAI insights 
could complement existing evaluations after seeing Sys 5. Refect-
ing on one of her past evaluations, P15 claimed that PSAI could 
have been useful as a reference (“let me give some numbers.” ) It can 
give IWs a deeper understanding of their work patterns, present 
opportunities for learning efective work practices, and enable them 
to negotiate changes. P22 envisioned using Sys 7 to request time 
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of for their wellbeing, “He can look into this report and it would be 
some kind of objective.” Alternatively, P17 believed this data would 
be more persuasive to reorganize his work expectations, “Having 
data that would support, I need a virtual assistant or we need to hire 
another PM or it’s not feasible for me to run this many projects and 
run this team at the same time.” P14 thought PSAI could support 
her in highlighting her role to others higher up in the organization. 
She said, “This would end up benefting us more because it would 
help others see how much we actually do and change the current 
stigma.” Even at an aggregate level, it can help employers refect 
on their organizational health. For instance, P25 found this a suit-
able approach for “the company to be aware of work–life balance.” 
Therefore, IWs fnd value in such systems when they can incor-
porate its insights into demonstrable change such as professional 
development or negotiation for wellbeing. 

“Realistically, there is that concern that they’re going to look 
at this big promotion and they’re going to say, ’I don’t know if 
he’s going to cut it’ ” - P3 

The existing power asymmetry of information work environ-
ments always engenders concerns about privacy and subsequent 
misappropriation of their passively sensed data. Antithetical to the 
empowering aspects PSAI, P3 was concerned that his employer 
could tap into these insights to stife their career, even going on to 
call one PSAI system “destructive.” P1 had a more straightforward 
concern, “If my workday performance and how I work was released, it 
might afect how much I get paid.” Participants like P4 were anxious 
about the uncertain consequences of other stakeholders using this 
data. These concerns stemmed from the perceived lack of control 
over one’s data in the organizational context. “I download the app, 
the information is captured and then it goes to someone else. That’s 
the objection.” (P27). Furthermore, implementing PSAI like Sys 1 
and Sys 4 — which are embedded in the physical infrastructure 
— can create an austere situation where IWs might feel that their 
choice to consent could afect their employment (P5, P11). In fact, 
some participants felt that the very decision to use such systems 
for deeper surveillance could refect an organizations’ own values 
(P12). Eventually, such uncontrolled and imbalanced deployment 
of PSAI can detract IWs from choosing to work in such companies. 
However, even that choice is a function of job precarity in that 
sector. As a result, development of PSAI systems needs to be aware 
of the socio-economic conditions of employment. 

4.1.2 Respecting Work–Life Boundary Management. Workers’ pref-
erences for work–life boundary management refected their per-
ceived control of privacy in PSAI systems but also highlighted their 
expected value from the system. Post–COVID-19 pandemic, new 
emerging work practices are allowing many IWs to work remotely 
either in their entirety or on certain days of the week. Moreover, 
given the ubiquity of personal laptops and mobile phones, it is 
commonplace to bring some work home. Although we know non-
work can infuence work experiences, some workers found sensing 
beyond work invasive and irrelevant to improving work. Yet, some 
workers also believed that sensing non-work could be less conse-
quential to their jobs and more holistic for refection. 

“If I’m going to the ofce, I will probably agree to do that. But 
if I work from home [...] I don’t want that to record anything 
in my home that’s maybe not work-related. ” - P8 

Diferent workers have diferent approaches to their work–life. 
Some demarcate the segmentation between the two using physical 
aspects. A common understanding is segmenting work–life based 
on the space the IW fnds themselves in. In the quote above, P8 was 
willing to consent to PSAI if it is contained to their workspace. With 
more interleaving work–life practices, space is not the only indica-
tor of work–life separation. Organizations often provide workers 
with work–specifc devices or enforce a logical separation between 
work & personal profles. For example, P5 thought Sys 5, which logs 
applications and browsing, was reasonable because she did not do 
personal activities on her work machine anyway. Although this 
might be to ensure security of organizational data, it also provides 
another method for IWs to segment work–life. P17 noted that he 
was willing to allow PSAI systems on his work device, “But if it’s a 
personal device and I’m doing work on, absolutely not.” P1 said Sys 2 
was a “violation of personal space” because the webcam could cap-
ture their home environment. Understanding these constraints can 
help describe the limits within which privacy can be preserved. It 
is also worth noting the concern of some participants who believed 
that preserving the work–life boundary for PSAI made it more 
useful (P13, P16, P21). Similarly, on diferent occasions, both P9 and 
P10 stated the focus on the work context was more “accurate.” “If 
we can achieve only tracking the work applications that will defnitely 
improve the efciency and avoid a lot of other privacy arguments, if 
there’s any there,” said P8. Thus, for certain IWs, the work context 
is not only more private but can actually be more useful. 

“Maybe on a Fitbit watch or something wearable rather than 
my computer itself, because I don’t like people seeing what I’m 
doing on this computer” - P7 

P7 presented an alternative viewpoint that shows work–only 
restriction of PSAI can elicit concerns about job consequences (Sec-
tion 4.1.1). In fact, depending on what kind of data is being sensed, 
an IW might consider the privacy of their work activities to out-
weigh that of activities outside of it. Devices distinct from the work 
context can be considered more reasonable for sensing. P1 even 
described a greater willingness to accept a PSAI system provided 
by a third–party because of the apprehension that something pro-
vided by the organization can be misappropriated by HR. Again, 
the shifting of sensing to non-work devices and concepts is not 
only determined or shaped by privacy decisions, but P18 found 
other work–specifc PSAI to be limited in “the world of working 
from home.” P6 felt that PSAI like Sys 4 could be more valuable. He 
said, “It would give me a true refection of of how I work, it would give 
me a true performance evaluation report that I can actually make use 
of.” Thus, PSAI systems that model phenomena outside work could 
provide the opportunity for an IW to interrelate all aspects of their 
life and improve as a totality. 

4.1.3 Preservation of Flexibility. Choosing where to work is not the 
only freedom IWs have in determining their work styles. IWs often 
enjoy a broader sense of fexibility where they are rewarded and 
evaluated for outcomes. Unlike other forms of labor, an IW is not 
as heavily scrutinized on time–tracking. “Brain work” is often hard 
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to quantify, and therefore workers can approach work tasks at their 
own rhythm. We found that our participants suspected this fexibil-
ity could be hindered with PSAI systems, even if their employment 
was unafected or their work–life boundary was secure. 

“I’m very fexible in how I work. I like to get things done on my 
own time. Sometimes that means I carry over on the weekend. 
And sometimes that means I just do work nine to fve. I’d rather 
just keep that on my own and how we get things done rather 
than having some kind of tracking.” - P1 

Among others, P1 felt that PSAI inferences might be reductive 
in quantifying varying work styles. In reference to IWs that work 
in bursts or “sprints,” P9 said, “it can it can adversely afect people 
who do not progress in a linear manner.” Similarly, P20 anticipated a 
simple case of regimenting where PSAI’s inferences would force her 
to work specifc hours instead of simply being judged on her output. 
For IWs like her who work from home, these systems could disrupt 
how they choose to interleave their work–home responsibilities. 
P18 noted that Sys 1 could penalize her behaviors that do not look 
like work but actually are, such as when they “do laps around the 
ofce” or “lay on a beanbag chair.” P7 believed this to be the case 
when PSAI was limited to “just PC stuf,” such as Sys 3 and Sys 6. 
More generally, P28 believed that PSAI confned to work applica-
tions reinforces an “older view” of work that thinks “you’ve got to be 
in a place to be able to do a job.” With more IWs opting into remote 
or hybrid work options, these systems can be considered regressive. 
However, expanding sensing might not be the solution either. IWs 
like P1 found that tracking ecological factors like movement and 
space might not generalize to “varying situations” and could render 
false negatives. Meanwhile, P6 preferred work–specifc tracking 
over ecological ones because “I could skew the data in favor of my 
performance being better than it actually is” (referring to screen-
shots taken by Sys 3). As a result, it would free him to work as 
he likes. These fndings indicate that the very presence of PSAI 
could establish expectations of a rigid work style and discourage 
pluralistic approaches to work. 

“It could become dehumanizing. It could be become a little bit 
robotic, [where] in a way I can only perform at seven percent 
today.” - P19 

The threat to fexibility posed by PSAI can not only restrict activi-
ties but also lead to worker distress. In the quote above, P19 alluded 
to feeling further commoditized because algorithmic inferences 
tend to convert nuanced, complex human experiences into streams 
of numbers. P3 described enrolling into such a system as “a little 
intimidating” and feeling like a part of a “cold, hard, big institution.” 
These impressions were likely due to perspectives of PSAI as a tool 
for reducing the complexity of a worker’s experience into perfor-
mance metrics. P10 felt that “continuously monitoring for what you 
do [...] could afect your job more” and P20 even thought it could be 
“distraction and counterproductive.” Similarly, P5 described that “I 
don’t like being overanalyzed [. . . ] I would be less likely to produce 
good work..” Other participants like P6 and P11 also alluded to the 
fact that PSAI systems can exacerbate the Hawthorne efect caused 
by supervision [3]. It could even lead to negative consequences to 
an IW’s afect. P24 was concerned that the continuous monitoring 
required by PSAI could be “stress [her] more” and P10 felt it would 
“put a lot of pressure on [him].” These perspectives mostly arose 

from discussions on performance measures and not so much on 
wellbeing inferences. However, to keep up with a camera-based 
system like Sys 1, P8 felt they would need to compromise their 
wellbeing by reducing breaks and socializing at work. Even when a 
worker might not lose sensitive data, the mere presence of these 
systems can impact their work efectiveness. This risk is ironic for 
systems that aim to improve worker wellbeing & performance. 

4.2 Norms of Distribution: Reasonableness of 
sharing inferences from PSAI with other 
stakeholders 

Information work is inherently collaborative in nature. Collective 
knowledge supports IWs in their day-to-day and during impor-
tant career junctures, such as evaluations and promotions. Our 
participants explained that in their current settings coworkers were 
“disconnected” from others’ challenges (P21), and the lack of aware-
ness of each other’s state led to disruption in work (P26). On the 
contrary, IWs needed to personally check on each other’s wellbeing 
(P5, P14) and felt that hybrid work was diminishing their ability 
to maintain this practice (P25). Some PSAI systems could poten-
tially smooth out organizational workfows by pooling behavioral 
patterns [32, 141]. Arguably, such existing practices would present 
possibilities for IWs to share estimates from PSAI within their work 
network. In this section, we describe the diferent paradigms that 
motivate an IW to share and the conditions within which they think 
sharing should transpire to protect their interests. 

4.2.1 Paradigms for Sharing. Sharing knowledge in an IW’s work-
place is essential for seamless communication and information 
fows. PSAI systems might develop insights on a worker passively, 
but how and where that information is distributed needs to be a 
deliberate process. Here, we describe the network of stakeholders 
within which a particular IW might want to share the insights 
provided by PSAI. 

“Sometimes people don’t know how to manage the stress they 
have at work. I’ve seen that with a couple of people. They don’t 
know how to escalate that or to communicate that up. You 
know, and sometimes supervisor doesn’t know because they’ve 
never been able to see it.” – P25 

A common form of distribution described by our participants 
was the value of one-one sharing for personal improvement. Others 
echoed P25 in using PSAI to better explain their work context to 
their managers (e.g., Sys 2, Sys 3, and Sys 6). This perspective was 
often described as analogous to existing workplace practices, i.e., “I 
work with them” (P15), “they know more of your day-to-day” (P7), 
and “understand the way that thought processes work or deep thinking 
happens” (P18). What is apparent to be important in this sharing 
fow is that the manager should be viewed as a stakeholder with real 
expertise or valid opinion on an IW’s work behavior. Participants 
suggested alternative experts as well, such as senior collaborators 
(P7) or advisors and mentors (P6). Sharing PSAI inferences could 
also be seen as necessary because viewing them in isolation could 
cause harm. About Sys 7, P20 pointed out that she “would have to 
use it with some sort of guide or some sort of other coach in order to 
use it in a kind way rather than in a punitive way.” On inspecting 
P20’s sentiment further, it was clear that her preference was not 
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for validating estimates but rather for “someone to tell me that what 
is happening is normal in this moment or common.” Note, however, 
that these one–one fows still refect the power asymmetry of infor-
mation work as, in most of these cases an IW is required to share 
information with those above them in the hierarchy. Refreshingly 
enough, we also found some perspectives that go against these 
expectations. Both P16 and P28 were willing to share their PSAI 
insights with those they mentor. Thus, a key component in this 
paradigm is the presence of stakeholders who have the know-how 
to reappraise the inferences produced by PSAI and, in turn generate 
more holistic feedback for IWs. 

“I know if I hear that our team is doing well, but I know I’m 
not up to standard and what I should be meeting in terms of 
the team... that actually pushes me a little bit more” - P13 

Another sharing metaphor that emerged from our fndings was 
to share information for comparisons and coordination in a many-
to-many fashion. The commonly stated purpose was to share PSAI 
insights to regulate their activities in accordance with the coworkers 
they aspire to resemble. Akin to P13, P22 felt that seeing others 
could help them aspire for better work processes. Of course, these 
many–to–many transactions need to be mutual as P28 said I’d be 
willing to share my price in order to get that back.” P10 also wanted 
to be compared but clarifed that it did not have to “be a specifc 
number” suggesting abstract methods of comparison. P7 wanted to 
view aggregated insights for “diferent types of roles like people that 
are managers or [...] how much are the analysts doing.” Thus this 
kind of aggregated benchmarking against other peers can also help 
an IW identify “normalized” patterns and improve social awareness 
within organizations. This could be cathartic but could also nudge 
an IW to understand that certain challenges might be a function 
of a poor workplace and are thus less “mutable.” Aside from self– 
regulation, some participants believed this form of sharing could 
help redistribute workload. P7 envisioned sharing PSAI estimates 
of her stress with coworkers so that, “they can at least take over some 
of the easier work.” To complement this P25 wanted to know how 
the people he was working with were feeling and support them 
during junctures of low wellbeing (“it beats them up” ). Similarly, P18 
thought this kind of sharing could help manage work in her team 
when one of her coworkers was “having a hard time personally.” 
An extension of the many–many paradigm discussed earlier is to 
share data completely anonymously for gross aggregation (e.g., 
Sys 4 and Sys 5). While P4 claimed the lack of specifcity in such 
a paradigm would make their privacy more protected, P20 and 
P26 believed it could actually serve an altruistic purpose. She said, 
“I would certainly consent to that if my individual data were to be 
consolidated with others because I think that there would be a purpose 
to that.” Although this might not directly beneft the IW, who is a 
data subject, this could lead to eventual collective beneft, such as 
cultural change in the concerned organization. Therefore, sharing 
within a fnite network of coworkers can help an IW make more 
sense of the inferences they receive and leverage the support of 
coworkers. 

4.2.2 Conditions for Sharing. In information work, some informa-
tion about an IW is constantly available for all coworkers to see. It 
can be momentary information such as availability or work–specifc 
information such as which documents they worked on or when they 

committed their code last. In regards to this kind of information, an 
IW’s state can be visible to others unconditionally. However, with 
PSAI insights, our participants preferred more intentional sharing. 
Particularly, IWs referred to their ability to negotiate, perception 
of stakeholder roles, and accountability of the system. This section 
expands on the factors that can inform fows of sharing. 

“It feels a little vulnerable to just then send the metrics of to 
somebody without having a chance to add my own interpreta-
tion, just leaving it up to their interpretation.” - P15 

In the quote above, P15 wanted to assimilate and communicate 
her understanding of the algorithmic insights before passing it over 
to another stakeholder. Similarly, P11 said, “I feel like I have got some 
time to adjust and then sharing would make me feel more comfortable.” 
P7 remarked that she would share the insights if “it needs to be 
escalated,” a common way of describing work issues in information 
work that need more attention. “I would feel better, I would feel more 
in control,” said P14 when refecting on the possibility of personally 
appraising the PSAI insights frst. Without this agency, an IW might 
feel over–scrutinized. P20 even exclaimed that this kind of sharing 
can be seen as “manipulative”, but that social discretion allows her 
to fulfll any necessary disclosures to her supervisor. Essentially, 
IWs need some room to negotiate the algorithmic inferences of 
PSAI, before they can be distributed any further. Thus, the control 
that IWs seek is not only limited to whom the data is shared with 
but how and when it is shared. 

“This is something I can learn, adapt and improve myself and 
also talk to my manager so we can work together to get better. 
But if HR sees something then I am not sure how he or she will 
respond.” - P8 

The ability to negotiate the PSAI insights does not necessitate 
that newly generated information can be shared with anyone. Par-
ticipants had varying attitudes towards diferent stakeholders in 
the information fow because of anxieties that the insights could be 
used against them. Several participants shared P8’s view that their 
manager is preferred over the HR as a receiver in the information 
fow (P7, P15, P19, P22). Ironically, we found strong resistance to 
HR being involved in systems designed for HRM. The responses to 
these situations were plain and clear, “I don’t want HR to be mea-
suring anything” (P17). HR as an entity seemed to foster a negative 
connotation, described as a “bad word” (17), “scary” (P23), or “omi-
nous” (P15). Both P13 and P24 anticipated they would be worried 
about what HR could interpret from PSAI or question them for. 
Aside from the social connotation, P22 thought HR was too “far 
removed” from the work context, while P23 thought this was not 
a part of HR’s role. Alternatively, not only was a manager more 
relevant to an IW’s functioning, but certain participants also noted 
that it was actually their manager’s primary function to improve 
their work experience. P13 even went on to say that they would 
rather have PSAI directly send insights to managers, “I don’t really 
care about how well I’m doing in terms of performance, I feel like 
that’s more of a important measure for my manager.” P4 and P10 
described that managers could use these measures to coordinate 
work. By contrast, other participants expressed greater concern 
because of managers potentially micromanaging. “I also like the 
level of separation from my manager..,” said P5, who would prefer 
the insights be shared with Human Resources (HR). Similarly, P9 
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mentioned the trust defcit between him and his manager made 
it challenging to foresee favorable outcomes of sharing PSAI in-
sights. Interestingly enough, P4 thought that HR should be the ones 
that educate managers on good practices for using PSAI. Therefore, 
the perception of the functional roles of diferent stakeholders can 
determine an IWs willingness to distribute their PSAI insights. 

“Even though System X appears to capture more of what I’m 
actually doing. I’m personally willing to fork over that if I 
understand the details of it.” - P28 

Against the backdrop of the above anxieties, IWs like P28 ex-
pressed a need to understand how the entire PSAI information fow 
was set up. An improved understanding can help an IW anticipate 
the consequences of misappropriating these insights. P5 called out 
for greater disclosure and transparency, “Some way to describe the 
limitations of the system would make me more comfortable with a 
system.” In fact, some participants noted their indiference to PSAI 
that they consider inefective, and therefore invaluable in the infor-
mation fow (e.g., both P1 and P7 thought that space usage was a 
poor measure). Besides the mechanics of PSAI’s collection and in-
ference, P9 and P20 called for explicit disclosure of the stakeholders 
who could access these insights. P1 was skeptical about who manu-
factures the PSAI, “If they were using a product promoted by Apple to 
do this, I’m going to be more OK because I know this data is not going 
to go back to HR.” P11 urged that the fow of information needs to 
be established within organizational policy, “I think there has to be 
an agreement of purpose or expectations.” For instance, participants 
with smaller teams were concerned that many–to–many sharing 
can lead to negative consequences for their job role or employment 
(P1, P2, P21, P22). Participants also valued awareness of who else 
was sharing or how many people were being aggregated. As P16 
noted, “given that the culture was such that everyone was having an 
openness to the material and they felt comfortable with it and it made 
sense to everybody.” Therefore, IWs tend to expect clear notice and 
guidance on the scope of distribution in the PSAI system. 

5 DISCUSSION 
By inquiring about the perspectives of the IWs themselves, our 
study brings attention to the norms within which PSAI needs 
to be implemented to simultaneously promote IW’s own perfor-
mance and wellbeing, while also protecting them from misappro-
priation of algorithmic inferences. Many PSAI systems available 
commercially are top–down and provide little insight to IWs them-
selves [2, 45, 53, 111]. However, reimagining these systems as tools 
for personal refection and quantifcation was not sufcient to as-
suage all the concerns. While IWs felt that personalized insights 
from PSAI could help them thrive at work, they also believed that 
specifc implementations not only intruded on their privacy but 
risked negatively impacting their work experience (Section 4.1). 
Similarly, IWs expressed possibilities for sharing insights from PSAI 
with certain coworkers but only under circumstances that mitigate 
any misrepresentation of their behaviors (Section 4.2). We delve 
deeper into the specifcs of the norms of appropriateness and norms 
of distribution to paint a vision where IWs can use PSAI without 
needing to compromise their dignity. 

5.1 Guidelines and Directions for 
Worker-centric PSAI 

Our fndings exemplify the paradox between supervision and surveil-
lance that has been discussed in organizational sociology [5, 12, 125]. 
As critical insiders to the development of these technologies, we 
treat this paradox as a constraint that propels better solutions for 
the future of workplace evaluations. Contextual integrity highlights 
opportunities through which PSAI can mitigate but also aggravate 
the power asymmetry at work. A fundamental aspect of power 
asymmetry is information asymmetry [58], and PSAI is designed 
to produce new information. In the context of information asym-
metry we refect that the norms of appropriateness found in our 
work broadly represent what new information could be generated 
(Section 4.1). In the same vein, the norms of distribution describe 
how the information is used within the asymmetry (Section 4.2). 
Through this section, we aim to inspire socio–technical changes and 
refection on how information fows involving PSAI are deployed at 
work. We envision that these changes need to be centered not only 
on the development of these technologies but also on structured 
workplace policies and cultural reforms that encourage a diferent 
relationship between workers and their behavioral data. 

5.1.1 Align Work–Life Boundary Preferences. The normalization 
of remote work has made IWs ambiguate which devices are con-
sidered work and nonwork, such as the mobile phone [36]. PSAI 
leverages such devices to model behaviors. In our sample, IWs had 
distinct preferences for the scope of PSAI vis-a-vis their work–life 
boundary. This preference was based not only on privacy prefer-
ences but also utility. As we see in Section 4.1.2, one stance was 
that modeling behaviors outside the work–context was intrusive 
and irrelevant (e.g., sleeping, physical activity, mobile use). The 
other stance subscribed to the idea of the Social-Ecological-model, 
which describes individual actions are the result of a multitude of 
intersecting factors that lie beyond the individual in their ecological 
contexts [20]. Yet, this must not be confused with using holistic 
sensing as an excuse for unchecked sensing. Very much in the spirit 
of Nissenbaum’s Contextual Integrity framework [102], we need to 
recognize that IWs have diferent preferences on how they combine 
and contrast their private and professional lives. For instance, some 
workers choose to disclose more of their personal situation to their 
managers than others who prefer to keep it separate from work 
(Section 4.1.2). Another way to view this dichotomy is by recogniz-
ing diferent strategies to adjust to the asymmetries at work. More 
information can lead to more power [124]. IWs who prefer segmen-
tation in PSAI might want to ensure the organization does not get 
any more power. IWs who want complementary information from 
PSAI might want to increase the power they have. Arguably, it is 
challenging to reconcile both perspectives and arrive at a universal 
PSAI template. Having said that, designers of these systems must 
be sensitive to these individual preferences when trying to solicit 
consent and provide notice. Describing the technology on these 
lines can support more informed decision–making for adoption. 

5.1.2 Accommodate Pluralistic Models of Efectiveness. Information 
work allows workers to approach their work the way they like [120]. 
Certain IWs anticipated that algorithmic inferences produced by 
PSAI would take away that discretion. They suspected that such 
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technology would measure all IWs by the same yardstick, and that 
would be unfair to their unique approach to work (Section 4.1.3). 
This concern could stem from the inability of IWs to determine their 
own evaluation criteria, which is common in asymmetrical power 
structures [104]. Hence, IWs resign to accepting that PSAI will also 
impose—or be used to impose— rigid terms. In fact, contemporary 
research shows that interventions to provide information workers 
more agency of their time can help them deal with job demands bet-
ter [30]. The domain of organizational psychology already has some 
precedent for this pluralistic notion. Research on PSAI grounded in 
such work has incorporated measures beyond task profciency, like 
organizational citizenship, to defne performance [34, 94]. However, 
research on PSAI has also shown that algorithmic inferences can 
be semantically disconnected from what workers actually perceive 
when it comes to predicting abstract constructs like wellbeing [29]. 
The shift to hybrid work has further compelled the need for a more 
diverse view of efectiveness that might even include domestic 
activities [24]. Therefore, PSAI systems need to work more inti-
mately with an IW to retrain themselves based on the data subject’s 
uniqueness but also infer insights that speak towards their goals. 

5.1.3 Setup Afordances for Human Reappraisal. Generally speak-
ing, participants did not want to share the raw streams of data 
collected by PSAI, but they still acknowledged that in certain cir-
cumstances, the estimates output by PSAI needed to be distributed. 
For example, they might want feedback from coworkers or want 
to compare themselves (Section 4.2). The critical challenge in such 
fows is to protect the IW from being misrepresented by algorithmic 
estimates. Arguably, PSAI can produce evaluations automatically 
and at a higher frequency than traditional organizational methods, 
but these evaluations need to be complemented with human ex-
pertise and perspective. For instance, IWs want to only share their 
PSAI evaluations after they have had a chance to process and add 
context (Section 4.2.2). Recent work shows that IWs might have 
a very diferent understanding of their behaviors than what can 
be measured by PSAI [29, 66]. Conversely, IWs might not be able 
to interpret personalized insights or conceive actionable changes 
without the support of their managers or mentors (Section 4.2.1). 
Both these use cases represent the need for human–in–the–loop 
information fows that encourage reappraisal by data–subjects and 
experts (Section 4.2.1). Whom a worker considers an expert might 
vary from person to person. Rawls believed that impartial experts 
and mutual accountability could form a social contract that can legit-
imize social control that is being proposed by PSAI [110]. Since HR 
typically has a contentious reputation among IWs, organizations 
might need to appoint specialized ofcers for this role, such as the 
up-and-coming wellness ofcers, although it is yet to be seen how 
the impressions of these ofcers develop over time. Furthermore, 
the stakeholders in these fows need to be held accountable and 
build trust with the data subject [71]. The alteration of stakeholders 
from the fows may not completely remedy the power asymmetry. 
However, our fndings indicate that IWs recognized that changes to 
the distribution of insights could protect them from further wors-
ening their state. Therefore, these fows need to exist in plain sight 
for the IWs to understand, augment, and redirect. 

5.1.4 Design for Worker Undersight. Some IWs described that PSAI 
could be useful to them as complementary information in perfor-
mance evaluations, to improve awareness of their role, and to justify 
resource requests (Section 4.1.1). Given the nature of the data it 
captured, PSAI was viewed as empirical evidence that could drive 
changes in an IW’s professional state but also in their overall or-
ganization. If an IW was overworked, they could convince their 
manager to rearrange work distribution or give them a day of. 
Even more so, PSAI insights could be used to bargain better for pay. 
Typically, in an asymmetrical power structure, the workers have 
inferior bargaining power [104]. Thus, PSAI must be conceived 
to maximize the bargaining power each IW has. To empower an 
IW with such technology, we need to design beyond purposes of 
nudges and refection [18] and design for collective bargaining [99]. 
Data–driven bargaining has its basis in traditional methods for Hu-
man Resource Management, such as timekeeping [70]. As workers 
become more conscious of themselves due to increasing perceived 
or actual technological surveillance, they have the potential to con-
test claims by their employer. Ideally, such PSAI technologies must 
be accessible to IWs independent of their employer and indepen-
dent of the PSAI their organization may have already deployed. If 
the outputs of PSAI technologies are only limited to actions IWs 
should do (e.g., “you seem very stressed, take a break”), they might 
not be able to accumulate enough knowledge of what they have 
been doing (e.g., “you have been overworked for 60 days, please 
consult your manager”). Future PSAI technologies need to make 
inferences that are reproducible and support sensemaking. Note 
however, isolated individual understandings can be limited in an 
asymmetrical power structure [18, 99]. Instead, pooling of infor-
mation also ft within the norms of distribution, as cumulatively 
sharing PSAI can help them gain better perspective on the algo-
rithmic estimates (Section 4.2.1). Research and activism on both 
crowdwork and gig–work have proposed to arm workers with data 
on their work to combat asymmetry [18, 48]. From our fndings, the 
right iteration of PSAI could serve this purpose for IWs and help 
them build their own conceptions of these algorithmic estimates. 
Taking a leaf from studies in crowd–work [119], the next step would 
be to pursue research on collective platforms to leverage behavioral 
data for workplace bargaining. 

5.2 Who Monitors the Monitoring? 
We presented our scenarios to participants as PSAI technologies 
built by third–parties. However, our scenarios were adopted from 
technologies marketed for organizational — not personal — con-
sumption [53, 57, 111] rather than direct consumption by the worker. 
The power asymmetry at work makes these information fows fur-
ther opaque. One of the exceptions to this was Viva Insights [56] 
which at least allows some joint–initiative — the organization might 
need to purchase or subscribe to the service, but each individual 
IW gets the discretion to use the technology. Yet, these cases do not 
entirely alleviate IW’s anxieties of privacy intrusion as we know 
from health trackers in wellbeing incentive programs [87]. Our in-
terviews showed the risk of data transactions between developers 
and organizations still looms over the head of IWs (Section 4.2.2). 
Even if developers and organizations follow better practices (Sec-
tion 5.1), the lack of accountability raises many important questions 
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for the practical deployment of PSAI as empowering technology. 
Therefore, we bring to attention the role of other stakeholders to 
provide checks and balances; (i) Regulators who can react to deploy-
ments of PSAI, and (ii) Researchers stakeholders who can preempt 
future PSAI. Through this section, we add more perspective to 
ignite further conversation. 

5.2.1 Role of Regulators. The need for improved legislation on 
worker surveillance is not new [103], but the urgency at which it 
needs to be revised needs to match the rapid development (and 
deployment) of AI technologies [21]. Ajunwa et al. have proposed an 
“Employee Privacy Protection Act” (EPPA) to limit data harnessed 
by technologies like PSAI to the work context [6]. They have also 
proposed an “Employee Health Information Privacy Act” (EHIPA) 
to tackle unscrupulous data transactions by third–parties, which 
could help mitigate some of the challenges to PSAI that senses 
phenomena exclusive of the workplace [6]. Such propositions are 
certainly a step in the right direction but are centered on confning 
the fow of the data, i.e., limiting whom they go to, but not how they 
use it. The algorithmic element of PSAI makes its mechanics elusive, 
and therefore traditional auditing approaches will be lacking. 

Assessing the impacts of PSAI despite the black box. Many 
PSAI technologies are shrouded as “black–boxes” and this opacity 
supports certain folk theories regarding what these systems are 
capable of [49]. It is well known that explainability of machine– 
learning and AI systems is a hard problem, but we believe adding 
regulation can motivate developers of PSAI to at least account for 
the information fows and describe them along the dimensions of 
contextual norms in information work. We can follow the idea 
of Model Cards proposed by Mitchell et al. [97], to document in-
tended usage of PSAI. For instance, developers might need to ex-
pand on how the algorithmic inferences could be consequential 
to an IW’s employment with explicitly defned entry points for 
human–reappraisal and stakeholder involvement. Similarly, they 
could be required to disclose which aspects of wellbeing and perfor-
mance are ignored by the system (e.g., “this PSAI cannot be used to 
infer your team management skills” or “this PSAI is not appropriate 
for communication–driven roles”). 
Assessing PSAI within socio-economic context. Grill and An-
dalibi had called to increase the visibility of the social impacts of 
algorithmic phenotyping [49]. Contemporary research has already 
raised the concerns surrounding the social dynamics of emotional 
recognition [66], a well–documented manifestations of PSAI. Ide-
ally, regulations must protect against foreseeable but anomalous 
economic scenarios that compel organizational supervision. For 
instance, in the future, economic downturn can be used to justify 
the diversion of PSAI inferences for operational decisions such as 
downsizing. Organizations can argue these situations are analo-
gous to PSAI for public–health [135]. These crisis scenarios require 
regulation the most. Auditors should be able to protect certain 
jobs that are considered more precarious from PSAI, e.g., contrac-
tual positions. At the same time, certain sectors might be deemed 
too austere for responsible utilization of PSAI. Sectors that lack 
sufcient alternative job openings lead to austerity that makes it 
illusory for workers to improve with PSAI or even meaningfully 
reject any enforced PSAI. Future research can illuminate other so-
ciological factors that inform protective regulation. In this way, 

thinking of more worker-centric PSAI could ensure that individual 
liberties are upheld despite the necessary supervision required for 
organizational progress. 

5.2.2 Role of Researchers. A harder question to answer is defning 
changes in the research of PSAI for workers. The path forward 
needs insiders to embrace refexivity on our own methods but 
also adopt calls for more human–centered approaches from “out-
siders” who have critiqued this research. Oftentimes the scientifc 
advancement of technology–supported HRM hinges on capturing 
and modeling otherwise unseen or ignored phenomena [91, 94, 136]. 
Sometimes this research is presented as morally indiferent to mis-
use. This indiference starts eroding when researchers start inter-
secting with more societal disciplines, such as HCI and CSCW. Yet, 
research projects and papers that do anticipate misuse are often 
limited to statements that urge for consented usage. Unfortunately, 
data subjects might not be able to make informed decisions without 
the appropriate disclosures of PSAI. Despite our worker–centric ap-
proach, in a technology–forward environment an IW’s judgments 
could be clouded by their personal theories of AI as well as folk 
theories about the inner functioning of AI-based systems [49]. It is 
only when we appreciate external critique can we understand the 
risks of perpetuating PSAI, such as the potential for self–harm [64]. 

Participatory contributions to development of PSAI. The 
bare minimum would be to include refective discussions based 
on the norms of information fow among information workers 
(or more specifc norms suited to their subpopulation). A more 
worker–centric approach would be to embed qualitative methods 
such as the scenario–based interviews we conducted as a forma-
tive evaluation. Ideally, researchers should have IWs participate in 
the entire research life–cycle, drawing upon principles and ideas 
from participatory action research [95]. Even before IRB reviews, 
study protocols could be informed with feedback from IWs to un-
derstand if appropriate measures or phenomena are the input for 
PSAI. Later, models can be validated through a participatory lens 
where co–researcher IWs can vet the practical value or harms or 
potential harms. Studies like WeBuildAI [79] already provide some 
framework for participatory algorithmic decision-making. Future 
work should expand this to algorithmic phenotyping. 

External feedback for research on PSAI. Quantitative re-
searchers also need to understand that participatory methods and 
qualitative evaluations will not create a universally accepted in-
stance of PSAI. As Calacci notes that participatory algorithm design 
for workers might not be able to reconcile multiple conficting stake-
holders but could at least ensure that normative expectations are 
not breached [18]. In practice, many researchers innovating new 
PSAI do not work on recruiting, data acquisition, or participant 
communication. After all, research on PSAI is often propelled by 
datasets of behavioral data because these are practical and desir-
able to support scientifc replicability and reproducibility. However, 
these data also distance researchers from the data–subjects, and in 
some cases, may lead to dehumanized conceptions of data–subjects 
and donors as simply “training data” or “numbers” [22]. To mitigate 
the impersonal relationship between researchers and data-subjects, 
we might consider setting up an independent advisory board formed 
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of subjects and outsiders. Overall, increasing worker-centered re-
search on PSAI can bridge this gap and produce more sensitive and 
humane systems to improve prosperity of IWs. 

5.3 Limitations and Future Work 
This paper is focused on PSAI for evaluating the performance and 
evaluation of information workers. PSAI can be used in other kinds 
of work with diferent set of demands too. Passive sensing is already 
used for tracking tasks in gig work and logistics, so we are not far 
from witnessing algorithmic inferences of abstract constructs such 
as wellbeing and performance. PSAI could even be adapted to un-
derstand efective work practices for freelance. Each of these spaces 
will have its own unique set of paradigms, and therefore to maintain 
Contextual Integrity (CI) we need to study those specifc contexts of 
PSAI. The CI framework itself has inherent limitations. Essentially, 
CI helps test if “presumptions are in favor of the status quo” [102]. 
By defnition, CI does not challenge the status quo. It does not 
explicitly describe moral or political judgments that might be es-
sential to understand actual use of technologies [102]. Our study 
defnes the bounds that can refect whether PSAI is empowering or 
punitive, but future work needs to take more radical approaches 
to evaluate empowering designs of PSAI. Moreover, these norms 
are likely to change over time, for example, when the scenarios 
we presented become reality. This presents opportunities to revisit 
certain contexts or compare diferent contexts to information work 
and fnd more transferable principles to govern PSAI. 

Another constraint of our study is our focus on the IW’s perspec-
tive because they were the data–subjects of PSAI and the weakest 
within the power asymmetry of work. However, it is undeniable 
that several other stakeholder perspectives need to be considered 
to make PSAI for workers meaningful. While self–refection and 
self–management can be powerful, other stakeholders like cowork-
ers, managers, wellness ofcers, and even family members could 
have diferent perspectives on using PSAI. 

Scenario based interviews have been commonly used in human– 
AI contexts and still fnd favor in recent research [100, 108]. How-
ever, the static nature of scenarios do not express all the practi-
cal realities of interacting with technology. Our research assumed 
the PSAI was capable of producing accurate insights, but other 
scenario–based studies have found accuracy of sensing impacts 
acceptance [1]. Undoubtedly, a naturalistic investigation with an 
actual PSAI might be able to reveal a lot more. Yet, such experimen-
tal approaches foster many ethical pitfalls. Especially in the work 
context, it is challenging to practically realize such a study without 
disrupting actual work. Having said that, we encourage feld stud-
ies with PSAI that involves some form of contextual inquiry with 
real technology. For such research investigations, our fndings can 
provide a guideline to anticipate and protect participant interests. 

Finally, although we present descriptive guidelines to inform 
better PSAI, we need quantitative design experiments to fnd a 
robust set of heuristics to aid more worker-centric design decisions 
for information fows like PSAI. 

6 CONCLUSION 
Passive sensing can be a powerful tool in explaining human behav-
ior and in enabling AI inferences of performance and wellbeing. 

The use of such algorithmic evaluations for HRM in information 
work may not be widespread but is on the horizon. By investigat-
ing worker perspectives, our research discovers the norms that 
Passive Sensing enabled AI needs to adhere to maintain contex-
tual integrity, while inferring efectiveness of Information Workers. 
We highlight factors specifc to information work that can inspire 
appropriate information fows of evaluating IWs with PSAI and ap-
propriate methods of sharing these information fows with others. 
This study thus helps to envision new worker-centric implemen-
tations of PSAI that do not breach their self-interest and dignity 
while also promoting their prosperity. 
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